In the first part of the book the opening ceremonies and speeches are reported and details are given of the stamps, music and art which were produced to commemorate the anniversary. This festival section also includes some of the text and pictures from a Charles Eames slide show depicting prints, manuscripts and buildings associated with Copernicus. The second part consists of 10 papers presented by highly qualified astronomers, historians, and philosophers including Werner Heisenberg and Jacob Bronowski. The topics range from the nature and interaction of Renaissance science and society to the traditions influencing modem science and to the theoretical developments that may become dominant in the future.
One essay about the identification and implications of quasars is extremely illuminating, but the final paper concerning the nature of the universe is very difficult to follow. Abstracts accompanying each paper would have been useful, as many readers may miss important points by skipping over perplexing passages or by completely abandoning a paper after just a few pages.
The rest of the book consists of edited stenographic transcripts of the discussions between many other scholars who met in collegia during the three days of the symposium. Although Gingerich states that these records have been severely pruned of redundancies to produce a more polished account of the proceedings, they still contain many annoying trivialities, such as verbatim reports of introductions, private jokes and votes of thanks. The accounts are accompanied by many illustrations that are interesting but are rarely directly relevant to the adjacent text.
One collegium concentrated on the science and society of the sixteenth century. They discussed the causes of the. great expansion in innovation, the influence of church and state on publications and the roles of Rheticus, Osiander and Melanchthon in the propagation of Copernican theories. A second group analyzed the relationships between science, literature and the arts, the processes of discovery in these fields and the misuse of the concept of revolution. The third collegium considered the nature oftruth and reality in science and the ethics *The Manchester Grammar School, Old Hall Lane, Manchester MI3 OXT, England.
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involved in discovery and progress. Readers who are not familiar with philosophical concepts such as nominalism, mutability and the principle of self-reference will find this section extremely heavy going. Indeed only those readers who have an extremely broad education will be acquainted with the complete vocabulary of the book. Many scientists will stumble over the numerous classical quotations, while the philosophers, who use their own jargon liberally, will be puzzled by unexplained astronomical terms such as equant, epicycle and syzygy.
The book will probably be purchased by many of the people who were present at the symposium and will be of great value to other academics concerned with the history and philosophy of science. Students of astronomy and of the Renaissance will also discover some useful items but, apart from these specialised areas the book will be of little interest to general readers. His left arm resting on the shoulder of what appears to be a simian skeleton, a youthful biology student poses for a photographer. It is this portrait of H. G. Wells that has been selected for the front of the book jacket of a book whose theme is the social relations of science and technology.
Wells's original faith in the inevitable progress of mankind was representative of the general outlook of many educated people at that time regarding the inherently beneficial value of scientific progress. After World War I, however, Wells became disillusioned with such utopian attitudes and, viewing the future as 'a race between education and catastrophe', he endeavored to provide to the general public what he considered to be the essentials of knowledge required for coping with the problems of society. In 1920 there appeared his best-selling Outline of History. Wells was still convinced then that humans could progress if they adapted themselves to the changing environment. For this, knowledge and, therefore, education assumed paramount importance. Yet some 20 years afterward, Wells, despite continued prodigious writing for this purpose, became basically pessimistic about the prospects for the future, as evidenced in his short essay entitled Mindat the Endof Its Tether.
This predicament still confronts mankind in the last quarter of the 20th century. The promises of scientific and technological ingenuity, frequently it seems, produce accompanying risks that usually evade accurate assessment. For the rational judgement of these risks, it is imperative that the structure and functioning of the contemporary scientific enterprise be comprehensible to science teachers and science students, and indeed to each citizen. The impetus toward specialization in science at the same time that research is increasingly becoming interdisciplinary and 'Big Science' in character means that practicing scientists especially should be broadly aware of the social aspects of science. **Division of Continuing Education and Extension Services, New York City Community College, City University of New York, 300 Jay St., Brooklyn, NY 11201, U.S.A.
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Without a doubt, Ziman has admirably succeeded in presenting an accurate and lively written account of contemporary science and its relations to the world in general. The narrative style suggests its origin in a set of lectures to average Honours students of physics, chemistry and biology who had no particular strong interests in sociology and philosophy. Ziman 'titivated the lectures with a large number of slides' to give his audience something to look at while he was talking. Fortunately for readers, reproductions of these appear throughout the text, ranging from Leonardo d a Vinci's 'transparent torso' sketch to a photograph of particle tracks in a hydrogen bubble chamber. Readers of Leonardo will likely appreciate the eminently successful integration of pictorial with narrative material.
Individual chapters are concerned with such topics as styles of research, scientific communication, authority and influence, Big Science, paying for science, science and war, and science as a cultural import. A reader begins to realize the character of science policy and then develops an increasing awareness of the ethical and social dilemmas posed by scientific accomplishments.
Ziman offers an incisive and virtually panoramic view of the history of science, as well as a masterful account of the manner in which contemporary science actually functions. This book's worth is additionally enhanced by the critically selective list of references to further books where each of the topics can be studied in greater detail. In a slim and often sagacious book, a half-dozen leaders of the scientific establishment in the U.S.A. present an optimistic picture of the next century's progress: concocted for a Bicentennial exhibit entitled 'America's Inventive Genius'. one must read carefully to disengage the cautionary-and more fundamental-substratum from the surface cheerfulness of a very official compendium.
The Seminar was opened by Guyford Stever, Director of the National Science Foundation. Imagining what a Tricentennial seminar might find to celebrate, he hypothesizes a 'Helsinki Arms Limitation Treaty (HALT) of 1982', on the basis of which 'a large flow of capital' is 're-channeled toward peaceful development'. The energy crisis is then mastered by a combination of solar and fusion power; giant agro-industrial complexes provide 'a cornucopia of food' for a world population stabilized at eight or nine billion. But-and here's the catch-. 'the world of 2076 will be what we make it'.
Lewis Branscomb, Chief Scientist of International Business Machines (IBM), follows with the sobering conclusion that 'progress in the aggregate is not an imperative of science or of technology; it is a reflection of the incentives, the institutions, and the capabilities of the society which achieves it'. As for prophecies of new technological wonders, he prefers to rely on science fiction writers: their track record is better than that of the specialists, who know too much about the problems to be confident in predicting solutions! I felt particular sympathy with the strictures of Edward David.
Tempered by his not-always-easy experiences as a Presidential Science Advisor, David finds his countrymen too mesmerized by the glamour of space odysseys, and insufficiently willing to cope with the mundane technologies of shipbuilding, railroading, steelmaking and metal refining. Viewing with alarm current outbreaks of 19th-century anti-trust mentality (for instance, the current efforts to impair national assets, such as the Bell Laboratories), he stresses the need for creative partnership between government and industry.
That Chief Scientist Jacob Goldman, of the Xerox Corp. sees communications as a key element in a century bent on environmental preservation is wholly understandable. But one wonders whether travel and talk are really 'substitute goods': experience thus far seems to indicate a more subtle feedbackthe more one communicates, the more one has the urge to travel (and vice versa!).
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In an otherwise unexceptional paper, Charles Huggins (Nobel Laureate in Medicine) enthuses: 'For survival of man. scientific research is not the main thing. it's the only thing'. He admonishes us. however, that 'a component of research, crucial in importance, is recognition of a noble problem. . . . A problem assumes nobility when it yields a paradigm, a conceptual scheme which influences the age. ' The concluding paper, by Clifford Lord (former President of Hofstra University and the Hudson Institute). argues for the essential plenitude of the earth's remaining resources (including oil). He ascribes the energy crisis to a lack of the type of commitment represented by the Manhattan Project in the U.S.A.. which developed the atom bomb during World War 11.
In their final group discussion. the distinguished participants emphasized two themes: ( I ) the need to reduce restrictive government regulation of the economy, and (2) the importance of increased industrial support for. and creative cooperation with, universities (the latter described by Branscomb as 'the dominant intellectual flywheel in society'). That this seminar was held in an ambiance of 'hard' science need not worry partisans of the 'soft' sciences or the arts. A society able to make civilized use of scientific progress will be more likely to foster individual liberty and the arts than a regressive social order based on a neo-primitivism whose implications have been blithely under-rated. What one can hope for-although the Chicago seminarians did not discuss the point-is a gradual marriage of science and art: a re-discovery of the happy synergisms that gave mankind the Parthenon, the Roman baths, the Alexandrian Library and Monticello. Primarily intended as a text for a one-semester course on the relevance of science to society, this book succinctly presents many of the basic principles and concepts of chemistry. Directed to students not specializing masciencemajor. it isappropriate for first-year college students and those with comparable education.
The first section, about a third of the book. is devoted to a largely conventional but well-written account of atomic theory, molecular structure and chemical reactions. The important concepts of chemical elements, the periodic table, the electronic structure of atoms and chemical bonding are discussed. Some historical material is also included.
The second section deals with the chemistry of the universe, origins of stars, geology and geochemistry. and the origins of life on Earth. Provided is an overview of such topics as the expanding universe, black holes, the interior and the surface of the Earth, and DNA.
The next section, about a third of the book. is concerned with drugs, polymers and energy. The following section, designated Chemistry and Society, considers environmental chemistry in general and air pollution in particular. The concluding two chapters in this section deal with the social and political consequences of science and technology.
From the foregoing it is apparent that a wide range of subjects is discussed. With such extensive breadth. the lack of very much depth is altogether understandable but, in my judgment, however, it is entirely adequate to the author's objective of providing sufficient knowledge of chemistry for informed discussion about the contemporary social and political role of science.
Science and technology so pervade the lives of people in advanced technology countries that they have the responsibility to become scientifically literate. In the last chapter, Dobbs cautions against over-reliance on experts, mentioning the remark by the late President of France, Georges Pompidou, that there are three paths to ruin: women, gambling and experts-women the most enjoyable path, gambling the quickest. experts the surest. This book is definitely a good preventative at least against the latter. **Division of Continuing Education and Extension Services. New York City Community College. City University of New York. 300 Jay St.. Brooklyn. NY 11201. U.S.A.
